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How Do Horizontal
Wood Blinds Work?

Reduce Sunlight Glare
Reduce UV Ray Damage
Total Light Control
Privacy

Horizontal Wood Blinds are a
traditional favorite for home
décor and are now made from
a variety of wood, faux wood,
composite wood and even
leather.

The Horizontal Wood Blind is the
one window treatment that
offers a wide range of light and
privacy options. The actual
wood that is used to make these
functional blinds is vast and
spans from the stable bass and
poplar woods, to all the
hardwoods, such as oak and
maple, with painted, stained,
satin and high gloss finishes.
The other materials range from
faux wood, a type of plastic mix,
composite wood, a mix of wood
and plastic, all the way to
leather! Yes, Leather, it is the
high end of the price spectrum
and is great for your office space
or den.

The Horizontal Wood blind consist of a
headrail, which contains all the
hardware that tilts and raises the slat
material. The slat material is usually
2in wide and has long route hole
punched in specified intervals. The
slats are supported by string ladders
that are attached to support barrels
located in the headrail. Then lift cords
are passed through a cord locking
device in the headrail, through holes in
the headrail, then trough the route
holes in the slats, all the way down to
a bottom slat that is thick enough to
act as a weight. These cords are
pulled upon to raise and lower the
bottom slat, thereby raising and
lowering all the slats. A tilting device
is attached to a square rod that passes
through the support barrels in the
headrail, so that when the tilting
device turns the square rod, it turns
the support barrels, thereby tilting the
slat material. The standard controls
are cord operated and these blinds can
be motorized.

Horizontal Wood Blinds cover
most windows and doors and
usually cover large windows
by using multiple blinds.
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At RED OAKS SHUTTER, we not
only offer over 30 yrs of

experience for outdoor
Hurricane Shutters, we offer
over 20 yrs experience in indoor
window treatment products.
Still, the most important offer
we have for you is our SERVICE,
service that is given from
knowledgeable and helpful
technicians. With so many
options available today, you
want RED OAKS SHUTTER to
help you sort through the
decision making process and
lead you to the best product for
your windows or doors.

www.RedOaksShutter.com

221 SW 5th Ct.
Pompano Beach, FL 33060
Phone: (954) 782-9325
Fax: (954) 782-2890

We offer a complete array of
interior and exterior window
treatment products to accompany
the many needs of any home!

